DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
fourteen villages produced the finest stock in all Bohemia, the best
poets, the best doctors, the best teachers and professors and priests.
This was the cradle of the moral strength of Czechoslovakia, It is
the one corner of Bohemia where the lovely old costumes are still
in daily wear. The physique of the people is splendid, here you
see young men and girls of rare beauty.
This district was more than entirely Czech. It was Bohemia,
To take this district was to spill vitriol on an open wound. Of the
fourteen villages, freed again in 1918, the Germans in 1938 took
seven. Why? That is another interesting story.
The German nobleman who was given these Choden villages
after the Battle of the White Mountain bequeathed them to his son
and in course of time they passed, apparently by inheritance, to an
Italian nobleman, and then, I suppose again by inheritance, to a
German noble family which owned them when the World War
ended. Then the Czechoslovak state was founded, the Choden
found themselves again under Czech rule and freemen — and a
part of the German nobleman's land was taken from him, against
compensation, to provide land for those peasants who had been
there for a thousand years.
The German nobleman still had vast possessions, but they did
not satisfy him. Now you know why those seven villages were
taken by Germany in 1938. Now you have perhaps some idea how
Germanization works, how Germans may be made, You only
need another-census in 1940, another Munich in 1950, and more
'predominantly German areas' will be ready for handing over.
I have described thiil incident for the particular benefit of those
fairVfair people who during the Czechoslovak crisis threw up
their hands in perplexity and just .couldn't understand why 'the
German areas' were not given to Germany and all would be well.
This particular incident seems, to me to be most important,
because it indicates the real motives that are behind some actions
in international politics — not,'self-determination', not patriotism,
but the very old motive of personal greed and grab, of class
antagonism. In this case Oerman National Socialism, with its
proclaimed respect for race, its professed belief in the system of the
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